We explore the possibility of employing e + e − colliders to probe the scotogenic model, in which neutrinos get mass radiatively via one-loop interactions involving dark matter. Assuming the lightest one of the new particles in the model to be fermionic cold dark matter and taking into account various constraints, including those from LHC Higgs experiments, we show that LEP II data on e + e − scattering into a pair of charged leptons plus missing energy can place significant extra restrictions on the parameter space containing sufficiently low masses of the charged scalars in the model. On the other hand, LEP II data on e + e − collisions into a photon plus missing energy do not yield strong constraints. The allowed parameter space can still accommodate Higgs exotic decays into the nonstandard particles and thus is testable at the LHC. We also consider using future measurements of these two types of e + e − scattering at the International Linear Collider to examine the scenario of interest further and find that they can provide complementary information about it, whether or not they reveal scotogenic effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
It goes without saying that the recent observation of a Higgs boson with mass around 126 GeV at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] and determination of the neutrino-mixing parameter sin θ 13 at neutrino-oscillation experiments [2] constitute crucial guideposts for attempts to establish the nature of physics beyond the standard model (SM). Another factor that any realistic scenario for new physics would need to explain is that about a quarter of the cosmic energy budget has been inferred from astronomical observations to be attributable to dark matter [3, 4] .
One of the most economical possibilities accommodating the essential ingredients is the scotogenic model invented by Ma [5] , in which neutrinos get mass radiatively via one-loop interactions with nonstandard particles consisting of scalars and fermions, at least one of which acts as dark matter (DM). Previously, within the context of this model we have addressed [6] some of the implications of the aforementioned experimental findings, specifically the decays of the Higgs boson h into final states containing the new particles, assuming the lightest one of them to be fermionic cold DM. Taking into account various experimental and theoretical constraints, we found that such exotic decays of h could have significant rates that were already probed by existing LHC data and that the scotogenic effects on h → γγ, γZ would be testable in upcoming measurements. In the present paper, we look at additional tests on this scenario of the model using e + e − colliders, motivated in part by the availability of good amounts of past data from LEP II [7, 8] that are potentially pertinent to our parameter space of interest and in part by the increasing prospect of the International Linear Collider (ILC) being realized in the foreseeable future [9] .
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we first describe the relevant Lagrangians for the nonstandard particles in the model and the expressions related to the neutrino masses. Subsequently, adopting the Particle Data Group (PDG) parametrization of the neutrinomixing matrix, we derive exact solutions for the Yukawa couplings of the new particles in terms of only three free parameters. We will pick one set of such solutions to be used in our numerical work. In Section III, we briefly review the main restraints on the parameter space under consideration and also employ the Planck data on the DM relic abundance to update the allowed ranges of the Yukawa coupling belonging to the DM candidate. In Section IV, with the parameter values satisfying the constraints listed earlier, we investigate the scotogenic effects on the Higgs boson decay, taking into account other restrictions from the latest LHC data. Moreover, we explore complementary and further tests on the model from past measurements on e + e − collisions at LEP II. In particular, we show that the LEP II data on e + e − scattering into a pair of charged leptons plus missing energy can impose potentially important extra constraints, much more so than the data on e + e − colliding into a photon plus missing energy. Nevertheless, we also find that experiments on the two types of e + e − scattering processes at the future ILC can supply complementary results useful for probing the model. We give our conclusions in Section V. Some additional information and lengthy formulas are collected in a couple of appendixes.
II. INTERACTIONS AND YUKAWA COUPLINGS
In the simplest version of the scotogenic model [5, 10] , the components beyond the minimal SM are a scalar doublet, η, and three singlet Majorana fermions, N 1,2,3 , all of which are odd under an exactly conserved Z 2 symmetry. All of the SM particles are Z 2 even. It follows that the lightest one of the nonstandard particles is stable and can serve as DM. Here we suppose that N 1 is a good candidate for cold DM.
The Lagrangian responsible for the interactions of the scalar particles in this model with one another and with the gauge bosons is
where D ρ denotes the usual covariant derivative containing the SM gauge fields, the potential [5] 
Explicitly, 
The diagonalization conditions in Eq. (14) turn out to be exactly solvable for two of the three elements Y ℓrk with the same k in terms of the third one, in which case the Y matrix has only three free (complex) parameters. We opt for getting Y ek and Y µk in terms of Y k ≡ Y τ k . As outlined in Appendix A, there is more than one set of the solutions, but not all of the sets fulfill the requirement that at least two of the mass eigenvalues m 1,2,3 be nonzero.
1 Somewhat earlier analyses of the global neutrino data in Ref. [14] produced similar results.
ratios of the charged-lepton flavor-changing radiative decays ℓ i → ℓ j γ, and the measurement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment a µ . The parameter space of interest in this study is subject to the same restraints from low-energy experiments.
Also important are constraints on Y r1 ∝ Y 1 from the observed DM relic abundance, Ω, as we have selected N 1 to be the lightest of the nonstandard particles and play the role of cold DM. The dominant contributions to Ω arise from the N 1 annihilations into ν i ν j and ℓ − i ℓ + j , which are induced at tree level by (S, P) and H ± exchanges, respectively. Each of them involves diagrams in the t and u channels because of the Majorana nature of the external neutral fermions. In Ref. [6] we derived the amplitudes for N 1 N 1 → ν i ν j , ℓ − i ℓ + j and computed the corresponding annihilation rate in order to extract the values of |Y 1 | consistent with the Ω data supplied by the PDG. Here we update the allowed ranges of |Y 1 | by demanding it to satisfy instead 0.1159 ≤ Ωĥ 2 ≤ 0.1215, whereĥ is the Hubble constant. This is the 90%-confidence-level range of Ωĥ 2 = 0.1187 ± 0.0017 which was determined by the Planck Collaboration [4] from the Planck measurement and other data. We display in Fig. 1(a) some examples of the resulting |Y 1 | over 5 GeV ≤ M 1 ≤ 40 GeV for the solutions in Eq. (17) and different sets of m 0 ≃ m S ≃ m P and m H . The allowed ranges of |Y 1 | in this plot are narrower than those found in Ref. [6] using the less precise PDG number for Ω. In Fig. 1(b) we present examples for a larger range of M 1 which may be probed at high-energy electron-positron colliders. More details on the various constraints mentioned only briefly in this section are available in Ref. [6] . 
IV. SCOTOGENIC EFFECTS IN HIGGS DECAY AND e + e − COLLISIONS
For the M 1 range shown in Fig. 1(a) , the appropriate values of M 2,3 > M 1 , and sufficiently low masses of the new scalars, m 0,H , the Higgs boson h may decay into final states involving the nonstandard particles. In Ref. [6] , we considered such decays which proceed from tree-level diagrams, namely h → SS (PP) or h → ν r N k S (P), H ± ℓ ∓ r N k , depending on the daughter particles' masses, over the regions 50 GeV ≤ m 0 ≤ 120 GeV and 70 GeV ≤ m H ≤ 120 GeV. As we found previously, these exotic decay channels are allowed to have enhanced rates by the constraints described in the preceding section, including the updated one from the Planck data. We list several instances of this in the tenth column of Table I for different sets of the mass parameters m 0,H , µ 2 , and M 1,2,3 . For this table, we have employed the Higgs mass m h = 125.5 GeV, compatible with the latest measurements [17, 18] , and the SM Higgs total width Γ SM h = 4.14 MeV [19] . The branching ratio B SPH = Γ SPH / Γ SM h + Γ SPH involves the combined rate Γ SPH of all of the kinematically permitted exotic modes mentioned above [6] . The two numbers on each line under B SPH correspond to the two different numbers on the same line in the µ 2 column, which includes the possibility that µ 2 2 can be negative [20] . In the last four rows, B SPH = 0 because these exotic decays of the Higgs cannot happen for the large mass choices.
The last two columns in Table I illustrate the impact of the new particles on the standard decay channels h → γγ and h → γZ. These decays are of great interest because they arise from loop diagrams and hence are sensitive to possible new-physics contributions, which are H ± in our case. Furthermore, these channels are already under investigation at the LHC [17, 18, 21] . The ratios
would thus signal new physics if they are unambiguously measured to deviate from unity.
The predictions for B SPH and R γγ in Table I can already be tested experimentally. Recent analyses [22] have determined that the present Higgs data allow the branching ratio of its nonstandard decays into invisible or undetected final states to reach 22% at the 95% confidence level if the Higgs production mechanism is SM-like, which is the case in the scotogenic model. This restriction is not yet severe for B SPH and can be readily avoided by changing µ 2 , as can be viewed in the table. For h → γγ, which has been detected, unlike the γZ channel [21], the prediction can be compared to observation. The measurements of the signal strength for h → γγ by the ATLAS , and Yukawa constants Y 1,2,3 satisfying the constraints discussed in Section III and the resulting branching ratios B SPH of the Higgs decay into final states containing S, P, or H ± and ratios [17] and σ/σ SM = 0.77 ± 0.27 [18] , respectively. Evidently, the majority of the R γγ numbers are in agreement with one or the other of these LHC results. Pending an experimental consensus on this decay mode and the advent of complementary information from the future detection of h → γZ, we are motivated to pursue other means to probe the model to a greater degree.
The new sector of the model being leptophilic, one may want to look into extra tests on it by means of electron-positron scattering. Below we demonstrate that potentially significant restraints on the model are indeed available from past measurements at LEP II. Since the ILC may become a reality in the not-too-distant future, providing e + e − scattering experiments at higher energies and with better precision, we also make some estimates and comments relevant to it. In the rest of this section, we focus on scotogenic contributions to e + e − collisions into a pair of charged leptons plus missing energy and into a photon plus missing energy.
The amplitude for e
, which comes from γ-and Z-mediated diagrams in the s channel and N k -mediated diagrams in the t channel, follows from Eqs. (5) and (6) . It can be expressed as
where u e and v e are Dirac spinors, (1 − γ 5 ). We have relegated the resulting cross-section, σ eē→HH , to Eq. (B1) in Appendix B.
After their production, H ± will decay into ℓ
∓ and N k → νS, νP may occur, followed, respectively, by
We have collected the expressions for the rates of these various decays of H ± , S, P, and N k in Appendix B. 3 In the final states of the decays just mentioned, N l will no longer decay if l = 1.
Thus, since N 1 is DM, the channel e + e − → ℓ + ℓ ′− / E with missing energy / E in the final state receives the scotogenic contribution
We can write its cross section as
with the branching ratios
3 In this paper we do not consider scenarios with |m H − m S,P | ≥ m W,Z , in which the new scalars may also be detectable through other two-body decays, like H ± → S(P)W ± . Such a possibility has been discussed in the context of the inert doublet model [23, 24] without N k .
where Since according to Eq. (5) the Z boson can couple to S and P, it can mediate e + e − → SP in the s channel. This transition is experimentally unobservable if S and P each decay (sequentially) into an N 1 along with one or more νs, as all of these fermions are invisible. 4 On the other hand, if only one member of the SP pair undergoes such a decay, while the other member decays into ℓ + ℓ ′− N 1 and one or more νs, then e + e − → SP will also contribute to the ℓ + ℓ ′− / E final state. With m S ≃ m P ≃ m 0 , we can write the cross section of this contribution as
Having more powers of the branching ratios, σ eē→SP→ℓl ′ / E can be expected to be suppressed with respect to σ eē→HH→ℓl ′ / E . This turns out to be the case for the parameter choices in our illustrations, the suppression factors being a few or more. The impact of σ eē→SP→ℓl ′ / E on σ eē→HH→ℓl ′ / E is actually further subdued because the angular distributions of the final lepton pairs, ℓ + ℓ ′− , in the two processes are generally very different. For these reasons, hereafter we neglect the effect of e + e − → SP → ℓ
The process e + e − → ℓ + ℓ ′− / E with the final charged leptons not originating from the same particle has been well measured at LEP II [7] . The experimental values of its cross section at center-of-mass (c.m.) energies √ s ≃ 183-208 GeV vary from about 1.4 to 2.5 pb with errors ranging mostly between 10% and 20%. Except for several of them, the measurements are consistent at the onesigma level with the SM prediction for
, summed over all of the final leptons. Accordingly, we may demand that σ eē→HH→ℓl ′ / E < 0.3 pb. To get some indications as to which of the examples in Table I can meet this condition, we present the cross sections in Table II Obviously the parameter values yielding the cross sections at these energies in the first four rows are disfavored by the LEP II data. In contrast, the corresponding numbers in the second four rows can fulfill the imposed bound, due to the relatively larger m H and M k and smaller Y k . Interestingly, in these latter examples, the Higgs exotic decays into the scotogenic particles can mostly still happen with nonnegligible rates, as illustrated by their B SPH entries in the second four rows of Table I .
For the parameter space that can evade the LEP II restrictions and has room for the scotogenic decays of the Higgs compatible with LHC data, further tests are potentially available at a future higher-energy e + e − collider, such as the ILC [9] . Moreover, H ± which are too heavy to have been produced at LEP II may be within the reach of the ILC. 5 The last three columns of Table II show a number of predictions for σ eē→HH→ℓl ′ / E at some of the proposed ILC energies. The predictions are to be compared with the SM cross-sections σ eē→WW →νν ′ ℓl ′ = 1. 7, 0.8, 0.3 pb (25) 4 Without observable events, due to the absence of detectable particles in the final state, an empirical cross-section would not be available to check the theory [25, 26] . 5 The potential reach of the ILC to measure e + e − → H + H − in the inert doublet model [20, 23] without N k , or in the scotogenic model with S being the DM candidate and N k very heavy, has recently been studied in Ref. [24] . Once H ± are discovered, precise measurements on their decay modes, especially H ± → ℓ ± r N k , will help uncover the flavor structure of the Yukawa interactions of the new particles. Specifically, as Eq. (B4) indicates, ratios of the magnitudes of Yukawa couplings Y rk can be inferred from the ratios of the experimental branching ratios of these two-body decays. At e + e − colliders, such ratios can be measured after sufficient data are accumulated to allow the identification of the lepton flavors in the ℓ + ℓ ′− / E signal events. However, it may be difficult to extract clearly the individual |Y rk | themselves because e + e − → H + H − is induced not only by γ-and Z-mediated diagrams, but also by N k -mediated diagrams which involve Y 1k . On the other hand, at the LHC both the relative and absolute values of |Y rk | are measurable if enough statistics are available, as the main production channel is the quark annihilation→ H + H − via γ and Z exchanges only. The acquired data on H ± → ℓ ± r N k will, in addition, reveal the masses of N k . All of this information on Y rk and M k , plus the masses of the new scalars, is crucial because they also determine the light neutrinos' mass matrix and the rates of the flavor-changing decays ℓ o → ℓ r γ, as well as the relic density of the DM particle N 1 . In other words, a good amount of experimental data on the various quantities which are functions of Y rk and the new particles' masses will serve to check the predictions, and hence the self-consistency, of the model. 6 Much of the discussion in this paragraph also applies to some other scenarios of one-loop radiative neutrino mass in which the neutrino and DM sectors are intimately connected, such as the model proposed in Ref. [27] . Its LHC phenomenology is the focus of Ref. [28] , which provides a detailed analysis on the possibility of searching for a signal in ℓ
Another kind of scotogenic effect that may be observable at e + e − colliders is e + e − → γN j N k , which, if j, k > 1, is followed by N j,k decaying (sequentially) into N 1 plus light neutrinos. This is generated by H-exchange diagrams with the photon radiated off the e ± lines. We have written down the scattering amplitude, which depends on Y 1j,1k , and sketched the calculation of the cross section, σ eē→γN j N k , in Appendix B. In view of the Majorana nature of N j,k , we can express its contribution to the monophoton production process e + e − → γ / E as
where B 21,31 are defined in Eq. (24) and B 11 = 1. Any of the terms in this sum would vanish if kinematically forbidden.
There is an additional scotogenic contribution to e + e − → γ / E, namely e + e − → γSP induced by Z-mediated diagrams with the photon being emitted from the e ± legs. We have outlined the computation of its cross section, σ eē→γSP , in Appendix B. The γ / E final-state is reached when S and P each decay (sequentially) into N 1 and one or more light neutrinos. Putting things together, we arrive at the cross section
with the branching ratio B(η → / E) = B(η → νN 1 ) + B(η → νN 2 ) B 21 + B(η → νN 3 ) B 31 . As it turns out, σ eē→γSP→γ / E is numerically less important than σ eē→γN N ′ →γ / E for the mass and coupling values in our examples.
Much experimental work on e + e − → γ / E has also been performed at LEP II to study the neutrino counting reaction e + e − → γνν in the SM and also to search for long-lived or stable new particles [8] . The measured cross-sections at √ s ≃ 130-207 GeV, with errors mainly between 5% and 20%, vary not only with √ s, but also with the experimental cuts on the photon energy E γ and angle θ γ relative to the beam direction. From a collection of these data [8] tabulated in Ref. [29] , one can see that the experimental and SM values of the cross section agree with each other at the one-sigma level, except for several of them.
Comparing with the LEP II results on e + e − → γ / E, we find that for the parameter ranges that escape the bounds from e + e − → ℓ + ℓ ′− / E data discussed in the previous subsection the scotogenic contributions to e + e − → γ / E at LEP II energies do not yield significant effects. The scotogenic contributions are even small compared to the experimental errors. Consequently, we need to turn to the ILC in order to explore the possibility of seeing the desired signals. After appropriate cuts on the photon energy and angle are imposed, the main background is e + e − → γνν in the SM which can be calculated with formulas available in the literature [29, 32] . Among the examples in Table II , we obtain a few that produce contributions to e + e − → γ / E which are not negligible compared to the background at ILC energies. We display the results in Table III where the cuts used are specified. The entries for √ s = 250, 500, 1000 GeV are to be compared to the SM numbers in the bottom row. Although the cross sections of e + e − → γNN ′ , γSP → γ / E in the first two rows are below 4% of the background, the ones in the next two rows can reach about 7% to 13%, notably at √ s = 500, 1000 GeV. Assuming that the proposed integrated luminosities of 500 and 1000 fb −1 at these energies [9] , respectively, are achievable, we may expect that there will be enough events to distinguish signals from backgrounds. If that is the case, then these examples have illustrated that the information to be gained from the ILC data on e + e − → γ / E is complementary to that from e + e − → ℓ + ℓ ′− / E in probing the scotogenic model further. Especially, if a new-physics hint is detected in the ℓ + ℓ ′− / E events, the γ / E measurement could serve to offer some cross-checks, but the observation of a nonstandard signal in only the γ / E data would likely disfavor the scenario discussed above. (B22)]. In the bottom row are the corresponding numbers for e + e − → γνν in the SM, with the same cuts except 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the possibility of employing e + e − colliders to provide additional tests on the scotogenic model of radiative neutrino mass. This study continues our previous work which addressed the Higgs boson undergoing exotic decays into the nonstandard particles of the same model. Unlike before, here we adopt the PDG parametrization of the neutrino-mixing matrix and derive exact solutions for the Yukawa couplings of the new particles in terms of three free (complex) parameters. Accordingly, the Yukawa results are consistent with the measured elements of the mixing matrix. We select one set of such solutions to be used in our numerical computation. As before, we assume that the lightest one of the new fermions is the cold DM candidate. Then, taking into account various theoretical and experimental constraints, including those from low-energy measurements and the Planck data on the relic DM density, we scan the model parameter space for regions that can accommodate the Higgs exotic decays and also masses of the new particles that can be produced at e + e − colliders. At present the LHC Higgs data do not yet translate into severe restrictions on the allowed parameter values. Subsequently, we consider constraints on them from past measurements at LEP II on e + e − collisions into a pair of charged leptons plus missing energy and into a photon plus missing energy. These processes, respectively, receive contributions from the scotogenic reactions e + e − → H + H − and e + e − → γNN ′ , γSP followed by the (sequential) decays of H, N (′) , S, and P into the DM particle N 1 plus light leptons. We show that the H + H − channel is subject to strict extra limitations from the LEP II data, whereas the neutral channels are not. Finally, we turn to the possibility of measuring the same e + e − scattering processes with higher energies and much improved precision at a future facility, in particular the ILC. We find that at the ILC such experiments can be expected to offer complementary information for probing the scotogenic model more extensively. Needless to say, future data on the Higgs boson's properties from the ILC will also be of great relevance to checking the model.
The neutral counterpart of the preceding transition is e + e − → SP, but it is generated at tree level by only one Z-exchange diagram. Its cross section is
for m S ≃ m P ≃ m 0 and s away from the Z pole.
For the particle masses in our illustrations, H ± and their neutral partners, S and P, decay predominantly into the two-body final states ℓ ± r N k and νN l , respectively, if kinematically permitted. From Eq. (6), we acquire their rates to be
Therefore, for the total widths of H ± andη, we make the approximations Γ H = r,k Γ H→ℓrN k and Γη = k Γη →νN k in our computation.
For the decays of N k if k = 2, 3, the two-body modes N k → ℓ ± r H ∓ and N k → νη may take place with rates
If these channels are closed, N k will instead undergo N k → ν o ν r N l and possibly N k → ℓ − o ℓ + r N l , mediated byη and H ± , respectively. They lead to the combined rates
where the factor of 1 2 removes double counting of contributions with o = r and accounts for identical Majorana neutrinos in final states with o = r. The terms in these sums are of the form
wheres ik = (p i + p k ) 2 and the expressions for the integrand are derived in the next paragraph. For the new particles' coupling and mass values which we have considered, these two-and/or three-body decay modes of N k dominate its total width Γ N k .
Since ν and N are Majorana fermions, from Eq. (6) the amplitude for 
Similarly, the amplitude for
leading to
For e + (p + ) e − (p − ) → γ(k) S(q − ) P(q + ), the kinematical variables are the same as those listed in Eq. (B14). This reaction is induced at tree level by two Z-exchange diagrams with the photon emitted from the e ± lines. Its amplitude is
where g L,R are defined in Section IV B. One can easily verify that M eē→γSP is electromagnetically gauge invariant. It follows that
whereΩη denotes the solid angle of either S or P in the c.m. frame of the SP pair and 
The photon energy range in this case is
Lastly, it is instructive to compare our calculation of σ eē→γN k N l ,γSP above with its estimation in the so-called radiator approximation [35] . For XY = N k N l or SP, it is given by σ eē→γXY ≃ dc γ dx γ H(c γ , x γ ; s)σ(ŝ) ,
whereσ(ŝ) denotes the cross section of the simpler reaction e + e − → XY . Thus we acquire numbers which are smaller than their counterparts in Table III by less than 9%. In contrast, our application of this approximate method to σ SM e + e − →γνν , withσ(ŝ) now being the SM cross-section of e + e − → νν, works as well only for the √ s = 250 GeV case, its result exceeding the corresponding number in the bottom row of Table III by about 9%, whereas the estimates for √ s = 500, 1000 GeV overshoot their counterparts in the table by more than 100%.
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